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KENNETH YEH of TN

CHILDREN ARE THE PATH

We have posted this before

TO SUCCESSFUL

but I am sure there are

TYRANNY

some that have not seen it
and I believe you need to
see what wonderful
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This is why the push for

FEATURED VIDEO

drugs, sex and

students we have in TN. He
accomplished his

This video was created in 1994. Many great
citizens fought Outcome Based Education

homosexuality. Please
watch this very short 2

scholastic goals without

and won. BUT as you listen to the

minute video. I surely hope

Common Core. I am sure
you would find it was the

concepts of OBE you will realize that even
though the law was interrupted to concepts

you took the time to watch
AGENDA: GRINDING

influence of his parents and

were implemented and everything they talk

AMERICA DOWN from last

home life as the reason for
this young man's success.
Not money and not

about in this video we can identify with
today in our fight to stop Common Core.
This video is probably one of the most

weeks Newsletter and if you
can spare $20 getting a
copy of INDOCTRINATION
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Common Core.

important and it is a MUST MUST watch. It

is well worth it.

KENNETH YEH

is almost 2 hours in length but i guarantee

purchase it start showing it

After you

ETHAN YOUNG of TN

you will come away with an understanding
of what is taking place and how important it

to friends and family. If you
belong to a group host a

Another fine example of TN

is for us to once again join those that

movie night. Believe me

students. This video has

fought in 1994 to put a stop to this evil.

people will see the big

been viewed over 2 million
times

The sad part of this is our children have
been undergoing this brainwashing even

picture after watching both
of these movies.

ETHAN YOUNG

though the law was stopped 20 years ago.

VIDEO

President Clinton was the most evil of all.
VIDEO

HIGH STAKES TESTING

PARCC IS NOT THE ONLY

MEANS HIGH AMOUNT OF
CHEATING

ENEMY
If you think getting TN out

Funny but what these
people that are cheating
(and there is cheating going
on in EVERY state not just
PA) don't understand is that
by cheating they are
covering up the problem
and making it worse. If
they would just let the
chips fall where they may it
would expose how horrid
these new education
policies truly are. It would
cause such citizen outrage
that it would be stopped in
its tracks. But no we work
around the system that is
meant to destroy us and in
the end what did they really
accomplish by cheating?
We have teachers
circumventing Common
Core because they know it
is wrong but again instead
of highlighting how bad it is
they are masking the truth.
CHEATING IN
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DR. PEG LUKSIK SPEAKS IN SC
Dr. Luksik spoke to our TN Senate
Education Committee hearings on
September 20, 2013. She lives in PA and I
know her from my 15 years as a resident in
PA. She is an awesome lady and was one
of those vigilant mother/teachers that
fought to stop OBE in the 90's. And she is
back in the ring fighting yet another battle.
BUT not a different battle. For what we see
today is the same thing she fought in the
90's it just has a different name. Her
speech is so right on and MUST be shared
with EVERY legislator. So after you listen
(it is only 20 minutes) please take the time
to get this out to your state legislators. I
have an email list already created for
Tennessee if anyone is interested send me
an email and I will send the list.
karen.bracken@reagan.com
DR. PEG LUKSIK

SEX IN THE CLASSROOM
Do you know what is being taught in YOUR
child's school??
ARTICLE-VIDEO

of PARCC will stop the data
collection on our children
please think again. There
are so many agencies out
their to take their place
getting out of PARCC might
slow up the process but
believe me it will not stop
them. We must take a firm
stand against the state of
TN handing over our
children's information. We
need to stop the state from
even collecting this data in
the first place. The
legislation proposed so far
in Nashville will do nothing
to protect our children's
information. it is nothing
more than appeasement
legislation. FORMALLY
inform your child's school
that your child is NOT to
participate in ANY surveys.
Read how NAEP is also
collecting data on you, your
children and our teachers.
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PHILADELPHIA SCHOOLS

ARTICLE
SAMPLE SURVEY

CHARTERS/CHOICE/VOUCHERS
What the government funds the government controls. And the government funds
Charters/Choice/Vouchers. PLEASE read this valuable information about Charters/Choice
/Vouchers. I think you will agree the wool has been pulled over our eyes AGAIN.
THE DESTRUCTION OF LOCAL GOVERNANCE
CROSSING THE LINE
LOCAL SCHOOL BOARDS BEWARE
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